Perspectives On Web Services: Applying SOAP, WSDL And UDDI To Real-World Projects is written by Olaf Zimmermann in English language. Release on 2013-10-03, this book has 648 page count that enclose important information with lovely reading experience. The book was publish by Springer, it is one of best computer science book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find Perspectives On Web Services: Applying SOAP, WSDL And UDDI To Real-World Projects book with ISBN 3642624685.

Contains everything that a project team needs to know about the development and deployment of Web services with the IBM
WebSphere product family. Includes examples for all development artifacts in a format that can be reused in the readers project. The text combines the authors own practical experiences with consolidated information on the latest product capabilities in a unique approach that allows the book to be easily accessible to a broad spectrum of readers. Finding a balance between a euphoric/optimistic and down-to earth/realistic view on the subject, this book should sit on every Web service developers bookshelf.
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**Pattern Theory: The Stochastic Analysis of Real-World Signals (Applying Mathematics)**

Pattern theory is a distinctive approach to the analysis of all forms of real-world signals. At its core is the design of a large variety of probabilistic models whose samples reproduce the look and feel of the real signals, their patterns, and their variability. Bayesian statistical inference then allows you to apply these models in the analysis of new signals. This book treats the mathematical tools, the models themselves, and the computational algorithms for applying statistics to analyze si...

**SOA Approach to Integration: XML, Web services, ESB, and BPEL in real-world SOA projects**

This book shows how to define SOA integration architecture, what technologies to use, and how to best integrate existing applications with modern e-business solutions. The book also shows how to develop web services, how to process and manage XML documents from JEE and .NET platforms, and how to use ESBs and BPEL executable business processes within SOA architecture. This book is for architects and senior developers who are responsible for setting up SOA for integration for applications within t...

**Successful Project Management: Applying Best Practices, Proven Methods, and Real-World Techniques with Microsoft Project (Business Skills)**

Learn best practices and proven methods from project management professionals and apply these skills as you work with Microsoft Project. In this practical guide, project management expert Bonnie Biafore shows you how to manage projects efficiently and effectively, sharing the real-world experiences of project managers in several industries. You'll learn how to put the best practices and hard-won lessons of experts to work on your critical projects. Sharpen the skills you need to manage projects ...

**BPEL Cookbook: Best Practices for SOA-based integration and composite applications development: Ten practical real-world case studies combining ... management and web services orchestration**

This book is not just another generic set of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) best practices with only general recommendations and advice: instead it's a unique cookbook that shows you how SOA applications are built using best practices that are proven in 10 real-world scenarios. The book consists of three sections. The first two sections will inspire you. They showcase real-life projects on BPEL-based integration and development of composite applications. You'll see that SOA is a reality tod...

**Non-Western Perspectives On Learning and Knowing: Perspectives from Around the World**

As with other areas of education, the knowledge base that has developed around adult learning and education has been firmly lodged in Western values and culture. But we need only look beyond our borders as well as to our own indigenous Native Americans to find major systems of thought and beliefs embedded in entirely different cultural values. Chapters on Native American indigenous knowledge, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism, Maori, Latin American perspectives, and African indigenous kn...

**The Intelligent Option Investor: Applying Value Investing to the World of Options**

HOW TO USE YOUR HUMAN ADVANTAGE TO OUTPERFORM ALGORITHMS IN THE OPTIONS MARKET If you're a value investor who wants to get your money into the lucrative options market, forget about day trading, chart patterns, and market timing. This systematic book lays out a path to long-term wealth by taking positions on companies with real intrinsic value—the kind Ben Graham and Warren Buffett would invest in. Leave the complex algorithms and "Greeks" for the floor traders. Erik Kobayashi-Solomon, former i...
Lessons from the Mouse: A Guide for Applying Disney World’s Secrets of Success to Your Organization, Your Career, and Your Life

What can you learn from a mouse? When that mouse has been delighting and entertaining hundreds of millions of people for decades - it turns out there is plenty to learn. Dennis Snow’s Lessons From the Mouse provides ten no-nonsense, practical principles that anyone, anywhere can apply. He entertains while he educates with chapters like 'What Time is the 3:00 Parade?' Is Not a Stupid Question. The mouse is very candid here - no Disney pixie dust blinds the reader. Backstage snafus, onstage errors,...

Selling Real Estate Services: Third-Level Secrets of Top Producers

Praise for Selling Real Estate Services"Selling Real Estate Services shows you how to stop being a vendor and start being a partner. Bob Potter's Third-Level concept will help you win more, have more fun, and build greater client loyalty. It's a playbook for success."Roger T. Staubach, Executive Chairman for the Americas, Jones Lang LaSalle, and founder of The Staubach Company"It's not just about selling; it's about winning. Just in time for one of the most competitive markets in a generation. B...

Internet Resources and Services for International Real Estate Information

You're investing in real estate, relocating to a new state, or maybe moving to a new country. You go to the Internet, an endless source of information. But is it current? Is it accurate? Can you even find what you need? This analytic guide to nearly 2000 real estate Web sites examines resources for data on broad geographical regions right down to individual localities (including U.S. states).

Advanced Practice in Human Service Agencies: Issues, Trends, and Treatment Perspectives (Skills, Techniques, & Process for Human Services)

Lupe and Randy Alle-Corliss' book addresses the practical, hands-on field experience that every student in human services is required to explore. The authors go beyond providing a basic orientation to field course work to zero in on more in-depth skills that the advanced student must master, such as what models of therapy apply to different client populations. A journal-type format with an emphasis on self-awareness makes this book an especially useful tool, whether the student is in the clas...
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